
Review of: Kyogle Council Climate Change Assessment and Adaptation Initiatives – July 2019 

Note: I have not read all of council’s development plans or sector targeted improvement plans (there appear to be 
many). Thus please accept I have responded to the above document without extensive (and arguably necessary) 
broader and lengthy reading.  

Summary reflections. 

The plan appears is focused at Council assets and immediate responsibilities. I imagine this is intentional given 
one must start somewhere.  

 From this perspective the document appears quite comprehensive and shows existing plans or aspirations to
address many of the author group’s perceived risks.

 It is not always easy to discern what may have been routine development planning and activities from the
“additionality” that climate change invokes. E.g. efforts with renewable power, water supply.

 Possibly as a result of the “urban / peri-urban” focus some risks appear possibly glossed over or downplayed. For
example; wild fire risk. Kyogle has vast forested areas and we are aware of the unprecedented conditions of the
2019 fire season. We must accept this is the new normal and is an issue that likely requires specialist review,
planning and support.

 Some tasks or activities appear relatively easy to achieve and have likely been in discussion for years, e.g. shade
tree planting in CBD and elsewhere, but there’s little sign of tangible action (main street)? It’s such an easy win
and plainly as well as shading and mitigation heat island effects (adaptation) it could add significantly to the
ambiance and beauty of the village (Gateway to the rainforest).

The science 

 The impact description time frames of the report are 2030 / 2070 (only 9 and 49 years away respectively). 2030
is so close and climate systems so fraught with variability that it is basically indistinguishable from the present.

 I think the 2014 IPCC RCP’s (Representative Concentration Pathways) will have been (via BoM and CSIRO) used
but there is no clear discussion of what projections have been selected or why? This is a pretty fundamental
oversight and should be stated up front, explained and justified – it is not.

 Note RCP’s have changed again in 2021, “SSP’s” Shared Socio-economic Pathways – see below
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 At this time the coastal adaptation community (who arguably feel the urgency more keenly than any other 

sector) routinely use IPCC 2014 RCP8.5 (the worst-case scenario) for adaptation planning in the Pacific Islands. 
This is NOT opinion, it is the trajectory we are globally tracking along since GCM modelling work started in the 
1990’s.  

 I would use the same for Kyogle and I would be using 2100 projections and beyond. The physics of climate 
change is a long term (several hundreds of years minimum) problem. It transcends political cycles. 

 It follows, this report seems a little understated in its description of climate change impacts and does not frame 
adaptation pathways for the Kyogle LGA in the context of the State or National priorities.  

 In considering the 2030/2070 targets used in the report, it is too easy to overlook the fact these are merely 
points on a continuum. Our expectation should be these targets will likely be exceeded (as has been the general 
trend regarding CC modelling of impacts and subsequent observations of impacts since the 1990’s).  

 It must be clear that trends across all sectors (temperature, rainfall, heat waves, fire risk, etc.) DO NOT cease or 
come to a new balance in 2070. They will almost certainly continue to change and potentially accelerate. (see 
next page). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

My major issue is the gap in considering the scope of impacts and adaption in our “Kyogle LGA Community” as a 
whole. 

 My experience of undertaking climate change impacts assessments and / or adaptation plans requires a far 
more wholistic and inclusive approach, generally they are also the work of a team of sectorial experts; 

o Sound scoping and introduction to location, existing climate, topography, major vegetation and 
habitat types, and so on. 

o Detailed description of land use, economy and demographics, socio-economic status, etc. 
o Existing infrastructure and services.  
o Existing climate information thoroughly analyzed. 
o The very best analysis of specific climate change impacts that can be derived for the LGA. 



o Detailed explanation of how this interacts with sectorial focus areas, e.g. Agriculture & Forestry, 
different species, crops, livestock and so on. Temporal and spatial differences are described for the 
LGA as appropriate.   

o I’m not the expert of socio-economics but this is crucial. The only thing that “cares” about climate 
change are human communities and the way impacts may interact with their values / aspirations / 
livelihoods etc. 

o Finally, this all sets the foundation for a thorough analysis of adaptation options. 

This isn’t exhaustive but I hope it might give an idea of what we could aim for.  

 So there appears great potential for a larger, more inclusive, more detailed, consultative process to consider 
whole of community perceptions and priorities in respect to this issue.  

 This “vision” also potentially crosses into a number of priorities already discussed by this Group.  
o There are opportunities for CC and CCA outreach/education + Q&A etc. 
o Community feedback sessions or opportunities to better frame or articulate the community’s 

perspectives and priorities in respect to this issue. 
 I do also think we need a more authoritative review of the revised (2021) science, what projections and 

timeframes are relevant to Kyogle LGA and how this fits within regional and national priorities.  
 

 


